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Ah poker!Surely there is no more ridiculous pastime in which otherwise sensible adults amuse and

abuse themselves.The thrill of the cards, the joy of the win, the despair of the loss, and the

complaining of the bad beat . . . all of which make poker such a thoroughly exciting and dynamic

dance of silliness. Some people take poker rather seriously however, and those people are often

the most unintentionally hilarious of all. Hence the creation of this poker book of jokes! Undeniably

the best poker book of jokes ever written! (Also the only one!) In the many years Iâ€™ve spent

happily wasting my time and money at poker tables around the world, Iâ€™ve heard just about every

poker joke known to either man, donkey, or fish, and Iâ€™ve collected them for posterity in this

mighty tome.I hope you enjoy them!(And I hope even more that you annoy your friends with them at

your next poker game!)Happy reading,Ashton Cartwright
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Poker was never really my primary game in the past and I had no idea that it could be so serious

until a group of friends started getting together to play once a month. The first time that I attended

this "informal" gathering, I promptly lost all of my money and most of my sense of humor. I

absolutely love author Ashton Cartwright's collection of jokes in "The Poker Joke Book". Not only

are many of these surprisingly original and funny, but they are varied as to the types of jokes so that

you can tailor them to your particular audience. Definitely recommend this one.

This book was quite amusing and had some good jokes.However, it was disappointing that there

were so many typos in such a short book. There were too many like this: "What's the difference

between loose a poker player and hooker?"So it's five star for the jokes and three stars for writing

and editing. An average of four stars.

Want to be the most annoying yet most hilarious person sitting around the table at your next poker

game? Then pick up a copy of Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Poker Joke BookÃ¢Â€Â• by Ashton Cartwright. This

flagrant and funny offering pokes fun at a game too many of us take seriously  and it does it

well!With full understanding of the amusement and abuse of such a sport, there is little tongue in

cheek as the pages progress with jokes landing on heaven, hell, relationships, friendships and even

pets  yet all featuring poker. Whether you are looking for a long paragraph joke or a zingy

one liner, this book has you covered.Cartwright has made it easy to be the most popular one at the

table  or the most hated!

Great collection of jokes, some new ones to me, a fun read.

Great Book I love Mine

more of a booklet than a book...can be read in one sitting...some funny things but the size makes it

a disppointment

If you're a poker player and want to get a poker book, this is pretty much your only choice. That's

the bad new. The good news is it was actually pretty enjoyable. It's the sort of book I'd brush

through before I went to a game with some of my friends, just so I could be the funny guy at the

table, rather than just the guy who keeps losing. Loll



Well, I'm not exactly a poker pro or anything, and a couple of the jokes did go over my head, but

99% of them were pretty good. I didn't really get some of the jokes about tournament poker, but the

rest I got and I liked.
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